Board Members
(as of July 31st, 2018)

President: Nicole NOTAT

Board Members representing Shareholders:

- AMUNDI ASSET MANAGEMENT, represented by Giorgio GRETTER and Stanislas POTTIER
- AXA, represented by Anne de LANVERSIN
- CAISSE DES DEPOTS ET CONSIGNATIONS, represented by Céline SCEMAMA
- EIRIS FOUNDATION, represented by David BENT HAZELWOOD
- GENERALI VIE, represented by Régis LEMARCHAND
- NATIXIS, represented by Christophe LANNE
- SOLACTIVE, represented by Steffen SCHEUBLE and Christian VOLLMUTH
- VYV INVEST, represented by Nicolas DEMONT and Stéphane JUNIQUE

Independent Board Members:

- Jérôme BARRE
- Caroline DE LA MARNIERRE
- Eliane ROUYER-CHEVALIER

Employee Representative:

- Laurie CHESNE